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Certikin 12” (300mm)
Flexvac

Certikin 12” (300mm)
Flexvacs - pack of 10

HD70

HD70/10

Vacuum Heads - Concrete Pools

Maintenance Equipment - Vacuum Heads

The Supa-Vac quickly cleans or easily
empties small A/G pools or spas

Fairlocks vacuum headFA19

Fairlocks Vacuum Head

Rainbow in-line leaf trap
with 3” hoseRA179

Rainbow Leaf Trap
Supa-Vac and venturi
pump C/W venturi pole, 
hose and filter sock

SUP-1

Supa-Vac & Venturi Pump

Aluminium vacuum head
(350mm) for 1.5” hose 
with wing nut fixings

CCM130

Aluminium Vacuum Head
Aluminium vacuum head
(350mm) for 1.5” hose 
with wish-bone fixings

CCM131

Aluminium Vacuum Head

Bendervac 18” (450mm)
vacuum headBE18

Vacuum Heads - Concrete Pools
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Aluminium vacuum head
(450mm) for 2” hose 
with wing nut fixings

CCM140

Aluminium Vacuum Head

BULK
BUY

Certikin liner vacuum
head

Certikin liner vacuum
heads - pack of 10

HD70LN

HD70LN/10

Vacuum Heads - Liner Pools

BULK
BUY



Maintenance Equipment - Brushes & Nets

SweepEase Pool Brush
• SweepEase’s Aquadynamic design is like the 

airfoil on a sports car; it holds to the 
wall and floor with a full 18 inches of pressure, 
that’s 10 times the power of a regular pool brush. 

• SweepEase has no moving parts to wear out.
• SweepEase effortly glides directly back to you! (the 

patented trailing edge makes it easier to pull back 
than any pool brush on the market). 

• SweepEase is structurally engineered with Truss 
Strength to be stronger than metal backed brushes.
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Certikin 18” (450mm)
pool brush

Certikin 18” (450mm)
pool brush - pack of 10

HD66

HD66/10

Pool Brushes
18” (450mm) deluxe
brush - aluminium handleRA902

Pool Brushes
36” (900mm) commercial
brushRA908

Pool Brushes

BULK
BUY

Certikin 6” algae brushHD69

Pool Brushes
SweepEase 18”
Aquadynamic pool brushHDSE18

Pool Brushes

Certikin flat leaf net

Certikin flat leaf net
- box of 10

HD67

HD67/10

Leaf Nets

BULK
BUY

Certikin deep net

Certikin deep nets - 
box of 10

HD68N

HD68N/10

Deep Nets

BULK
BUY



BW050R

BW100R

50’ backwash hose
deluxe (red)

100’ backwash hose
deluxe (red)
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CK48

CK816

CKC8N

Certikin 4’-8’ (1.2-2.4m) telescopic handle

Certikin 4’-8’ telescopic handles - pack of 10

Certikin 6’-12’ (1.8-3.6m) telescopic handle

Certikin 6’-12’ telescopic handles - pack of 10

Certikin 8’-16’ (2.4-4.8m) telescopic handle

Certikin 8’-16’ telescopic handles - pack of 10

Certikin  8’ (2.4m) commercial handle

Reinforced commercial pole 3.75-7.5 metres

DescriptionCode

Telescopic Poles

CK48

CK48/10

CK612

CK612/10

CK816

CK816/10

CKC8N

CKC75

Price Euros  € 

FLX150/36

FLX125/36

CX20/2N

CX9N

Certikin 1.5” (38mm) floating hose - 9 metre

Certikin 1.5” (38mm) floating hose - 12 metre

Certikin 1.5” (38mm) floating hose - 15 metre

Certikin 1.5” (38mm) floating hose - 18 metre

Certikin 1.5” (38mm) floating hose - 25 metre

Certikin 2” (50mm) floating hose - 20 metre

Certikin 2” (50mm) floating hose - 30 metre

1.25” (32mm) 36 metre roll white vacuum hose, 
cuffed per 1.5 metre

1.5” (38mm)  36 metre roll white vacuum hose, 
cuffed per 1.5 metre

DescriptionCode

Vacuum Hoses

CX9N

CX12N

CX15N

CX18N

CX25N

CX20/2N

CX30/2N

FLX125/36

FLX150/36

Price

Floating thermometerCCM202

Pool Thermometers
Certikin skimmer vacuum
adaptor (Kornea)

HD103

Accessories 

1.5” -1.25” special 
hosetail

HASP109

Accessories 1.5”-1.25” Hosetail
2” male thread to 1.5”
hosetail

HASP108

Accessories - 2” Hosetail

BULK
BUY

Backwash Hoses



Graphite Maintenance Equipment
The Certikin Graphite range of swimming pool maintenance equipment is manufactured in an attractive

graphite grey colour.  The Graphite range is strong, durable and designed to Certikin’s exacting standards.  

Vacuuming Concrete and Tiled Pools

Vacuum heads for concrete and tiled pools have

wheels and brushes allowing them to be moved

easily across the pool floor.  Certivac has a large

19” (483mm) wide articulated head and has been

designed for use in larger concrete pools.  Its

adjustable brushes and supreme manoeuvrability

allow it to reach every corner of the pool.  It is

suitable for use with both 1.5” and 2” vac hose.

Vacuuming Liner Pools

In order to keep liner pools looking their best and

prevent potential liner damage, vacuum heads for

liner pools have soft brushes rather than wheels.

The Deluxe vac head is lead weighted to ensure

that it stays on the bottom of the pool and comes

with a swivel so that it can reach every part of

the pool floor.  Alternatively use our standard liner

vac head or the See-Through semi-circular vac

head which allows you to see the debris as it is

vacuumed up. 

Vac Handles

Every vac head, brush and leaf net comes with a

wishbone clip to enable quick and easy connection

to a telescopic vacuum handle.  Vac handles are

adjustable with a twist-lock action and the correct

handle should be selected in order that it is long

enough to allow the centre of the pool to be

cleaned.

Venturi Vac

The Venturi-vac  is suitable for use with Splasher

pools and paddling pools with minimal or no

filtration.  The venturi vac is connected to a

standard garden hose and through venturi action,

collects dirt and debris in its integral vacuum bag

as the vac is moved across the pool floor. 
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Graphite Certivac 19”
(483mm) plastic
vacuum head

CVH19

Vacuum Head - 19” Certivac

Graphite semi circle vac
head with swivelCCMG130

Vacuum Head - Liner Pool

Graphite liner vac headCCMG049

Vacuum Head - Liner Pools
Graphite triangular vac
head with swivel

CCM071

Vacuum Head - Liner Pools

Graphite 15” flexible vac
head - wide side brushesCCMG115

Vacuum Head - 15” Flexible 

Graphite 1.8 - 3.6m pole CCMG85

Vacuum Handles
Graphite telescopic pole
8’-16’ / 2.4-4.8mCCMG84

Vacuum Handles

Graphite Venturi vac -
with 48” (1.2m) handle

CCMG104

Venturi Vac



Graphite Maintenance Equipment
The Certikin Graphite range of swimming pool maintenance equipment is manufactured in an attractive

graphite grey colour.  The Graphite range is strong, durable and designed to Certikin’s exacting standards.  

Cleaning The Walls
Swimming pool walls should be regularly brushed to prevent the build up of algae.  For stubborn algae growth on the walls of concrete
pools, use an algae brush with stainless steel bristles to make cleaning easier.
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Graphite algae brush 5”CCMG142

Pool Brushes - 5” / 125mm

Graphite 10” wall brushCCMG81

Pool Brushes - 10” / 250mm
Graphite 18” deluxe wall
brush with polished 
aluminium back

CCMG51

Pool Brushes - 18” / 450mm

Scoop thermometer 10” /
250mm - large

CCMG69

Graphite Scoop Thermometer
Graphite life hook

CCMG312

Life Hook

Leaf Nets and Rakes

Used to collect leaves and other material from the

bottom of the swimming pool, the Leaf Rake has a deep

polyester net welded to an extra wide frame ensuring

greater strength and maximising the debris that can be

collected with one sweep.  The Leaf Net is perfect for

collecting leaves from the water surface.  Its polyester

net is welded to its lightweight frame making the leaf

net strong, yet light to use.

Thermometers
Check the water temperature with one of our
quality thermometers that have easy to read
displays in both Celsius and Fahrenheit and
come with a string for securing to a ladder or
handrail.  Scoop thermometers are designed
to fill with water so that they sink below the
water line, whereas the floating thermometer
is designed to float at the water line.

Life Hook
For safety, every pool should have a life hook
attached to a fixed pole and kept at the
poolside for use in an emergency.

Graphite leaf netCCMG117

Deep Leaf Net

Graphite leaf rakeCCMG118

Flat Leaf Rack



A Certikin Display Stand is available.
Please contact us for further details.

Certikin Display
Stand



Description Price Euros  € Code

Swimming Pool Cleaners 

Features
• Top acess to the filter
• Plug and play power supply: easy and simple for anyone
• 2 different mesh filters: ensures best cleaning performance
• Filter capacity of 1.575cm3 (2 x 787cm3): can be used 

more times before cleaning
• One single motor generates motion and suction
• No internal parts (gears, belts and so on)
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Typhoon Pro robotic cleaner for pools up to
25 metres long. With Caddy

31850

Typhoon Pro Robotic Cleaner - Commercial Pools
Description Price Euros  € Code

Typhoon Max robotic cleaner for pools up
to 50 metres long. With Caddy

CRT300

Typhoon Max Robotic Cleaner - Commercial Pools

Return to base
warranty on all
auto cleaners

Return to base
warranty on all
auto cleaners

Return to base
warranty on all
auto cleaners

Specifications

Recommended Pool Size Up to 25m

Volume Of Water Filtered 19m3/h

Cleaning Coverage 630m2/h

Floating Cable Length 30 Metres

Drive Motor 2 x 12V DC 
submersible speed motors

Pump Motor 1 x 20V cc submersible
motor

Cleaning Programme Bottom and half wall

Filter Specifications Reusable 2micron

Voltage In Water 24 V

Shipping Weight 35.18kg

Electrical Specifications 230V / 50Hz / 130W 8A
115V / 60 Hz / 130W 8A

Shipping Dimensions 85.5 x 51.5 x 54.5cm

Specifications

Recommended Pool Size Up to 50m

Volume Of Water Filtered 40m3/h

Cleaning Coverage 900m2/h

Floating Cable Length 36 Metres (45 optional)

Drive Motor 2 x 12V DC 
submersible speed motors

Pump Motor 2 x 20V cc submersible
motor

Cleaning Programme Bottom and half wall

Filter Specifications Reusable 2micron

Voltage In Water 24 V

Shipping Weight 51.8kg

Electrical Specifications 230V / 50Hz / 130W 8A
115V / 60 Hz / 130W 8A

Shipping Dimensions 85.5 x 51.5 x 54.5cm

Description Price Euros  € Code

Reaction pool cleaner for pools 
up to 12 metres long

CR57352

Reaction Pool Cleaner - Domestic Pools
Description Price Euros  € Code

Typhoon Surf Top Pool floor cleaner - up to
60m2 pools

CRTS54449

Typhoon Surf Top Floor Cleaner

Specifications

Pool shape All

Surface (liner, ceramic) All

Size (up to) 12 meters

Propulsion jet (1 single motor)

Auto shut off Yes

Power supply Digital

Warranty 2 Years

Cleaning programme 1-2 hours (small & large)

Filter capacity 1.575cm3 (2 x 787cm3)

Voltage power supply 48 VDC

Watts 145W

Dimensions 45.7 x 50.8 x 22.9

Weight 11.33kg

Features
• Top access for quick and easy access to the filter 
• Plug and play power supply: easy and simple for anyone
• External timer capability
• 3 different mesh filters to ensure the best cleaning performance
• No direct contact with the dirts thanks to the cassette design
• Water inlet has height adjustable nozzles; improves suction power
• Brushless motor; Oli cooled pump; No motor block for better reliability

Specifications

Floor yes

Pool area (m2) 60

Cycle time 2.5

External timer yes

Floating cable length 18 meters

Filtrated flow (m3/h) 17

Filter Push-pull top access

Drive motor 24V DC brushless

Pmp motor 24V DC brushless

Brushes PVC

Power supply Basic SPS

Warranty 2 years

Electrical Specifications 100-259V / 50-60Hz / 
150W


